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Overview
The MDO Enterprise Data Platform addresses the
needs of organizations to manage accurate, relevant
and timely master data.
The successful use of SAP is reliant on accurate
master data. The platform supports all business
objects in the SAP solution and covers all the data
intensive processes implemented by SAP customers.
MDO complements new and existing SAP solutions
with integration to SAP (ECC and S/4HANA) using
SAP Cloud Platform Integration.
The MDO Platform is focused on asset-intensive
industries: mining, utilities, infrastructure, chemical,
oil & gas and manufacturing. The largest benefit of
MDO is provided to clients who use SAP for their
supply chain, materials management and enterprise
asset management processes. MDO improves the
quality of all SAP data including materials, vendors,
equipment, and functional locations.
MDO Platform solutions are used by large enterprise
customers to support global requirements for
improving data quality. Customers include Dow,
Hess, Mondelez, Visy, Norfolk Southern, other
fortune 500 companies as well as small and medium
enterprises.

MDO Platform
The MDO Platform consists of three componentized
products which are aimed at specif ic master data
management needs:

MDO MDM - Master Data Management
■

For master data management processes, from
creation through to disposal.

MDO DIW – Data Intelligence Workbench
■

Is a set of tools to define business rules (including
prepopulated based on SAP conf iguration).
The rules can be defined based on traditional
models and using AI/ML.

MDO FUSE
■

A business application platform used to develop
data management and analysis applications.
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Use of the MDO Platform with SAP
For SAP customers the MDO Platform provides solutions and tools
to manage MRO data in three areas:

Material Master Data
and Supply Chain

Intelligent Asset Management
/ SAP Asset Central

1. Material Master Data and Supply Chain
The accuracy of material master data, especially
when used for Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
(MRO), has a direct relationship to the cost of
inventory and the effectiveness of strategic sourcing.
Inaccurate data causes inventory to be inflated and
procurement and sourcing processes to be less
efficient. This is often further complicated by a lack
of data governance in these areas and a lack of
visibility of the parts being procured and stocked.
These issues result in ‘free-text’ buying which has
a direct cost implication for inventory. When using
MDO to provide accurate and more insightful
information on the material in stock and to reduce
‘free-text’ purchasing the average inventory cost
can be reduced by between 5% and 30%.
MDO helps to address the above by:
■

■

■

Providing a Material Master Data Request
Process with out-of-the-box Business Rules,
Workflows, Mass Updates and Governance
Frameworks. To help customers take full
advantage of MDO the Prospecta MRO Materials
Catalog Team provides catalog services for new
materials and for the maintenance of existing
MRO materials.
Using pre-defined SAP data models which
include the core SAP master data for Materials
and the related data models for Info Records,
Source Lists and Contracts. The MDO Platform is
delivered with pre-defined integration adapters
that integrate with both SAP ECC and S/4 HANA.
Providing classification and content which is
used when implementing MDO. Three major
content sources are used for MRO classification
and related specifications.

Suppliers and Vendors

□ MDO Connekthub is a library of classification
content that has been developed over many years.
□ ECCMA (Electronic Commerce Code
Management Association), who are a
founding member for the UNSPSC and
ECCMA Open Technical Dictionary (eOTD)
standards.
□ Applying the ISO 8000 the global standard
for Data Quality and Enterprise Master Data.
■

Improving Request for Information processes.
The Request for Spare Parts Information
functionality in MDO uses the ISO 8000-115
standard. Suppliers are asked to provide the
specification using a simple ISO 8000 compliant
form which also adheres to the customer’s
classification standards.

■

Standardizing MRO Materials using the Data
Intelligence Workbench (DIW). The main
features of DIW are:
□ Identifying redundant and duplicate MRO
materials.
□ Analysis of free text spend and catalog
materials.
□ Using machine learning models for autoclassification and identifying manufacturer
part numbers.
□ Enriching and standardizing materials based
on referring to standard content libraries.
□

Providing data management teams with
an SAP-integrated data management tool.

□ Providing data insight for the deletion and
blocking of MRO materials with integration
into SAP.
□ Use in SAP S/4HANA transformation
programs for date cleansing and transfer.
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2. Intelligent Asset Management / SAP Asset
Central
Intelligent Asset Management (IAM) processes are
data intensive. The SAP solutions for digital twins,
asset performance analytics, integration and Asset
Performance Management (APM) need accurate
data to deliver the value they are capable of.
Adding to the data complexity is that asset master
data comes from many sources: captured from
the field, from legacy (IT, OT, IoT) systems and from
the data provided by Engineering, Procurement
and Construction (EPC) contractors. An asset data
management and governance tool also needs to
transform legacy data, address orphaned objects
and automate the enriching of data where there
are gaps. This data is aggregated and structured
in SAP and implemented differently at each SAP
customer, which makes it difficult to use a standard
data management tool that consistently maintains
asset data quality. MDO is configurable to reflect the
structures of customers using SAP across the entire
Asset Information Lifecycle.
MDO supports traditional EAM master data
management as well as emerging SAP Intelligent
Asset Management (IAM) master data management
processes within SAP Asset Central, through the
following:
■

Master data governance processes for asset
master data covering a wide range of technical
SAP data models and structures.

■

Templates which control customers’ models
and structures are provided for both online
and mass uploads and changes.

■

Pre-defined SAP Data Models are included in the
MDO Platform. All standard Asset Central business
objects are included: functional locations (including
linear assets), equipment, bills-of-material, task lists,
maintenance plans, classification, measurement
points and work centers.

■

Pre-defined model templates which support
CFIHOS standards for uploading to MDO and
then synchronizing with SAP using standard
SAP objects and classification during operational
handovers.

■

Passive and Active process governance
to manage and approve the creation and
change of maintenance calls (for scheduling
of maintenance work).

■

MDO Data Intelligence Workbench includes data
models to cleanse and standardize Intelligent
Asset Management master data in preparation
for S/4HANA upgrades and transformation or
adaption of SAP Asset Central.

■

MDO integration capabilities enable creation
of ISO 55001 style ‘data quality loops’ between
expert customer Engineering, Procurement
and Construction (EPC), Asset Performance
Management (APM) and Operations
Technology systems.

3. Suppliers and Vendors
Vendor onboarding in SAP (and related products
such as Ariba, Concur and Fieldglass), provide a
single, standardized view of suppliers. In addition,
managing data collaboration with suppliers, on an
ongoing basis, is a key challenge in the procurement
process. With the use of procurement solutions
outside the core SAP ERP system (Ariba, Concur,
Fieldglass) a single repository is needed to manage
vendor data. A single repository provides information
in a single place against the supplier so that risk
exposure can be evaluated and managed.
MDO addresses these areas in the supplier and
vendor data management process through the
following:
■

MDO Supplier Governance can help onboard
vendors using defined governance models and
business rules.

■

MDO Supplier Governance enables vendors to
manage their own sensitive details such as bank
accounts and other personal details.

■

MDO for Ariba, integrates with Ariba Supplier
Lifecycle Management and maps the complex
data models of SAP ECC or S/4 HANA to the
correct objects in Ariba.

■

MDO Supply Connect helps to collaborate and
define business scenarios to collect, manage and
process information with suppliers.
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Technical Features
The MDO Platform is cloud-based and hosted in
the AWS Cloud. While the MDO solution can be
deployed on any of the well know hyperscalers,
AWS is our preferred infrastructure partner.

■

Frontend Utilities and Forms Tools: A set of utilities and tools
to build user friendly data acquisition forms with multiple
input mechanisms including mobile devices and MS Excel.

■

MDO is developed in Java and runs on an MS
SQL database. It is enterprise-ready and ISO
27001 Information Security Standard certified.
MDO uses SAP Cloud Platform to integrate
with SAP (ECC or S/4HANA).

Rules and Validation: The MDO Platform provides a flexible
framework to enforce the rules and validations that need
to be adhered to in the SAP solution.

■

The application architecture is designed to
support enterprise scalability with an intuitive
front-end user interface. The MDO Platform
includes the following components:

Data Security: MDO’s security management framework
addresses all levels of security risk. MDO is ISO 270001
compliant and includes tools to manage application access
including threat detection and data change audit trails.

■

Underlying Frameworks: Are used to provide functionality
for workflows, API management, metadata management,
business rules and the core application server.

■

Integration and Analytics: An integration cockpit,
integration adapters and an integration server are
provided for SAP customers to manage integration to
SAP. Advanced analytics and reporting are provided with
dashboards, report configuration and an analytics server.
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Benefits of Using MDO
Business
■

Reduce inventory by eliminating duplicates,
optimizing safety stock and providing better
visibility of stores holdings.

■

Enable better material cataloging and reporting
with fewer ‘free-text’ purchase orders.

■

Improve the quality of supplier data by
managing and accurately approving the addition
of supplier data.

■

Improve maintenance technician productivity
by reducing wait times and return visits to stores.

■

Reduce return to stores items with improved
materials planning and supply of the right part
for the job.

■

Improve failure analysis and reporting by
improving the data used for failure analysis.

IT
■

A standard, enterprise-wide tool for managing
enterprise master data. MDO integration
connects to both SAP and non-SAP systems.

■

Consolidate the management of SAP master
data. Enforce standard taxonomies and
structures before data is entered incorrectly
into SAP.

■

Cloud-based, easy deployment with no
requirement to invest in hardware.

■

Using SAP Cloud Platform Integration fits into
customers’ SAP landscapes.

■

Internet browser and user focused user
interface means fast uptake and less time
spent training users.

Case Studies
Dow
■

The Dow Chemical Company is among the three
largest chemical producers in the world. Dow is
using MDO for the management and governance
of supply chain (MRO) and Enterprise Asset
Management (Equipment, Functional Locations,
Task Lists and other) data objects.

Hess
■

Hess Corporation is an American global
independent energy company. Hess use MDO for
managing spare parts, streamlining the process
of both individual and mass material updates,
standardizing spare parts and validated data
acquisition processes with built-in cataloging
functionality. Hess is using MRO and MDO Fuse.

Mondelez
■

Mondelez is a global confectionary, food and
beverage conglomerate operating in 160 countries.
Mondelez use MDO MDM and MDO DIW for the
management and procurement of spares and
indirect materials.

Visy
■
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Visy is one of the world’s largest privately owned
paper, packaging and recycling company with
presence in Australia, NZ & US. Visy is using MDO to
manage and govern all changes and updates to SAP
Material Masters and Vendors with integration to
SAP. Visy are using Vendor Management and MRO.

